-4rithmetic in a finite field of prime characteristic p normally employs an irreducible polynomial in &, [X]. .4 particular class of irreducible polynomials, generally known as Conway polynomials, provides a means for representing several finite fields of characteristic p in a compatible manner. Conway polynomials are used in computational algebra systems such as GAP and Magma to represent finite fields. The generation of the Conway polynomial for a particular finite field has previously been done by an often expensive brute force search. As a consequence, only a few Conway polynomials have been generated.
New Algorithms for Generating Conway Polynomials over Finite Fields
Lenwood S. Heath* October 23, 1998 Abstract -4rithmetic in a finite field of prime characteristic p normally employs an irreducible polynomial in &, [X] . .4 particular class of irreducible polynomials, generally known as Conway polynomials, provides a means for representing several finite fields of characteristic p in a compatible manner. Conway polynomials are used in computational algebra systems such as GAP and Magma to represent finite fields. The generation of the Conway polynomial for a particular finite field has previously been done by an often expensive brute force search. As a consequence, only a few Conway polynomials have been generated.
We present two new algorithms for generating Conway polynomials that avoid the brute force search. We have implemented one of these algorithms in Magma and present numerous new Conway polynomials thus generated.
1 Introduction Every finite field IF is characterized by two parameters -its prime characteristic p and its dimension n over Z,, the integers modulo p. The field F has p* elements and is isomorphic to any other field having p" elements. The field IF is often denoted GF(pn), where GF is for Galois field. The multiplicative group of IF is denoted IF and is always cyclic. A primitive element of IF" is any element that generates the multiplicative group. In particular, if a E P is a primitive element, then lF={ cy*, cr,cr2,. . . , QP"-~}. As we will frequently need the cardinality p" -1 of the multiplicative group, let M p,n denote p" -1. Let Z,[z] be the polynomial ring in one unknown over Z,. A polynomial f E Z, [x] is irreducible if f = gh implies that either g or h is a constant. An irreducible polynomial f of degree n is primitive if some root (and hence every root) of f is a primitive element of GF(p")*. Typically, the finite field GF(pn) is represented as the quotient ring Z,[z]/(f), where f is an irreducible polynomial of degree n. Moreover, if f is primitive, then a representation of the elements of GF(p")* can be based on a root Q off. For an element y E GF(p")=, define the index of y to be the smallest integer i 2 0 such that oi = y. Alternatively, we can uniquely represent each element p E GF(pn) as a polynomial in cy of degree at most n-l: p = ~~~ol bicri. The index representation turns multiplication in GF(p")* into addition modulo M p,nr while the polynomial representation makes for straightforward addition in GF(ph). As described in Example 2.52 of Lid1 and Niederreiter [6], a table that provides the mapping from the index representation to the polynomial representation is the key data structure that completes the support for general arithmetic in WP").
Challenges arise when representing more than just the two fields iZ, and GF(pn).
Consider a chain of fields Z, C GF(p"l) C GF(pn2), where 1 < nl < n2. In this case, ni divides nz. Suppose that ~1 and a2 are primitive elements of GF(p"l) and GF(p'Q), respectively. The cyclic group GF(p*l)* is a subgroup of the cyclic group GF(pn2)', and the smallest power of CK~ that gives a primitive element y of GF(p*l) is M Y = a2 P.nJ%.nl
. Arithmetic in this chain of fields, especially multiplication, will be most convenient if Y = al. If fi and fz are the minimal polynomials of ~1 and ~2, respectively, then it is easy to see that M a1 =a2 P.UJMP,V implies fz(z) 1 fr (z"~+JMp~nl).
We generalize these observations as follows. Sup pose that for each of the subfields GF(p"') of a finite field GF(pn) we have chosen a primitive, irreducible polynomial fp,-,, E Z,[z] of degree n'. If whenever n1 1 n2 and n2 1 n, we have fp,na(z) 1 fp,nl (z~P*~~/~P.~I), then we say that the polynomials chosen are compatible. Parker [8] inductively defines the Conway polynomial Cp,,, for each finite field GF(pn), giving a particular set of compatible polynomials.' First define a lexicographic 'These Conway polynomials for finite fields are quite different from the Conway polynomials studied by topologists in knot theory. The only similarity between these two families of polynomials is that both were named in honor of the mathematician if, for some i with d 2 i > 0, we have ad = bd, a,jvl = bd-I,... ,ai = bi and (-l) 
where the elementorder<in&,isgivenbyO<l<...<p-1. The base case of the definition of Conway polynomials is Cp,r(x) = 2 -7, where y is the smallest primitive element of Z, with respect to the element order. For the general case, choose C,,, to be the lexicographically smallest manic, irreducible, primitive polynomial of degree n such that, for every n.' < n satisfying n' ] n, we have C,,,(x) 1 Cp,nt (z~P*~'~P.~'). An illustration of this definition can be found in Appendix B.
It is quite natural to require that the Conway polynomial C,,, be primitive and compatible with the Conway polynomials Cp,d for the proper divisors d of n, since this compatibility allows easy conversions between the representations of elements in GF(pd) and the representations of those elements in GF(pn). However, there is no compelling algebraic reason for the requirement that the Conway polynomial be minimal with respect to the <lex ordering. This requirement only serves to make the Conway polynomial unique for each p and n and to simplify the existing brute force algorithm described in $3.1 and previously used to generate the Conway polynomials. The brute force algorithm is often inefficient, and, as a consequence, very few Conway polynomials are actually known. Conway polynomials are used in the GAP [2] and Magma [5] computational algebra systems. Scheerhorn [9] also discusses compatible polynomials (which he calls norm-compatible polynomials) and has implemented some algorithms in the AXIOM computational algebra system [3] .
In this paper, we demonstrate that Conway polynomials for larger finite fields can often be found much more efficiently than by the brute force search. We first develop some fundamental results about compatible elements :x a cyclic group in $2. In $3, we propose two new algorithms for generating Conway polynomials. After implementing the second of these algorithms in Magma, we are able to generate a number of new Conway polynomials; these are presented in $4. Finally, we suggest some additional directions for research in $5. Omitted proofs and other details can be found in our report [4] . This research was done as part of the Hopf Project at Virginia Tech, which is building a computational algebra system for noncommutative algebras. LEMMA 2.1. For a E Ck and i an integer, the order of
We now develop the notion of compatible elements within a cyclic group. Let div (k) be the set of divisors of k. A system of compatible generators for Ck is a partial function a : div (k) -+ Ck, defined on def (cr) c div (k), satisfying these properties:
1. The function is defined on 1, that is, 1 E def (a); 2. If i E def (a), then o(cy(i)) = i; and 3. If i E def (a) and j 1 i, then j E def (a) and a(i)'/j = cr(j).
A system of compatible generators o' is an extension of a if def (a) C def (Q') and if a'(i) = o(i) whenever i E def (0). If div (k) = def (a) then Q is a complete system of compatible generators. The following key result on systems of compatible generators asserts that a partial system can always be extended to a complete one.
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that Q is a system of compatible generators for Ck. Then there exists a complete system o' of compatible generators for Ck that extends o.
Proof. If k E def (o), then the theorem immediately follows.
Hence, we may assume that k 6 def (cr). We first show that there exists a system of compatible generators cy' that extends Q by one element. Let s be the smallest integer in div (k) -def (a). Observe that every proper divisor of s is in def (cr), for otherwise there would be a smaller integer in div (k) -def (a). Let s = p;'pq2 . . .p$ be the unique prime factorization of s. For 1 5 i < m, define qi = s/pi. By the observation above, each qi E def (Q). Also, each of the o(qi) is in CJ, the unique cyclic subgroup of Ck of order s.
First suppose that m = 1 and el = 1. Define o' to
We also wish to count the number of extensions of be a system of compatible generators that extends Q by Q to a complete system of compatible generators. For a the one element s, where Q'(S) is chosen to be any one prime p and an integer n, define +(n) to be the high& of the s -1 generators of C,.
power of p that divides n; that is, r+,(n) = pe, where Now suppose that m = 1 and ei > 1. Then pe 1 n and pe+i cr(pE'-') has pi distinct pith roots in Cs; by Lemma2.1, ,J n. For a prime p and a pair of integers m and n such that m 1 n, define the p-contribution of each of these roots has order s and thus generates C,. m to n to be Define cr' to be a system of compatible generators that extends a by the one element s, where a'(s) is chosen +(uP(n)) if p/m; to be any pith root of o(pT'-').
TP(m,n) = { up(n)l~p/p(m) ifp I m. Finally suppose that m > 1. Let 7 E Ck be an If M . element of order s, that is, a generator of C,. There is a set of divisors of n, define the p-contribution exists ri satisfying yri = o(qi), for all i with 1 5 i 5 of A4 to n to be rp(M,n) = rninmEM rP(m,n), and m. Since o(7) = s and o(cr(qi)) = qi, we know by define the contribution of M to n to be r(M,n) = Lemma 2.1 that qi = S/ gcd (ri, s) and hence that pi = npln rP(M, n), where p ranges over the prime divisors gcd (ri , s) . Applying the generalized Chinese remainder of n.
theorem (see Bach and Shallit [l] , Section 5.5), we THEOREM 2.2. If a is a system of compatible generaobtain an integer x satisfying the system of congruences tors for Ck, then the number of extensions of a to a com-(2.1) x E z (mod qi), plete system of compatible generators is r(def (a) , k).
t provided that
We can now apply this result to finite fields. Fix a prime p and a positive integer n. A system of (primitive) To establish the congruences (2.2), fix i and j p'(i) = /3(i) whenever i E def (p).
satisfying 1 < i < j < m. Eliminating qi and qj If p is a system of roots, then roots p(i) and P(j) from the congruences (2.2), we obtain ri/pi E rj/pj are compatible if one of these holds:
(mod S/(pipj)). NOW the element s/(pipj) E def (a), by 1. Neither of i and j divides the other; the definition of s. Furthermore, a(s/(pipj)) = yriJ'j = rjPi 7 . It follows that ripj E rjpi (mod S) and that 2. If i divides j, then /3(j)"p,jlMpsi = /3(i); or ri/pi 3 rj/pj (mod s/(pipj)), as required. We obtain x 3. If j divides i, then p(i)"p9i/Mp.j = p(j).
satisfying the system of congruences (2.1). Equivalently, If p(i) and p(j) are compatible for every pair i and j, x satisfies this system of congruences: then p is a compatible system of roots. If div (n) = (2.3) Xpj E fj (mod s). def (/3) then S is a complete system of compatible roots.
We now define Q' to be a system of compatible THEOREM 2.3. Let p be a prime and let n be a positive generators that extends a by the one element s, where integer. Then there exists a complete system of compatcc'(n) = y=. Since t is unique modulo s, J is "le roots p for GF(pn)* uniquely defined.
We must verify that o' is also a system of compatible generators. First we note that THEOREM 2.4. Let p be a prime, and let n be at least 2. Suppose 0 is a system of compatible roots for all the Qi. Since m > 1, the only subgroup Ofcs that contains all those cyclic groups is C, itself. Thus, a'(s) must THEOREM 2.5. The Conwaypolynomial C,,, exists for generate C, . We conclude that o(a'(s)) = s.
all primes p and all positive integers n.
By iteratively extending Q for ldiv (Ic) -def (a) 1 Proof. We fix a prime p and show that Cp,,, exists by steps, we reach an extension Q' that is a completesystem induction on n. For n = 1, let C,,i(x) = t -y, where of compatible generators. The theorem follows.
y is the smallest primitive element in GF(p). Note that y exists, since GF(p)* is cyclic. Clearly C,,r is the lexicographically smallest, manic, irreducible, primitive polynomial of degree 1. Now suppose that n > 1 and that Cp,i is defined for all i < n. By induction on proper divisors of n in increasing order, we may define a system of compatible roots /3 in GF(p*) such that 1. For each i < n dividing n, we have p(i) is a root Of Cp,i;
2. Whenever i 1 j, j 1 n, and j < n, we have that p( i> = p(j)M~~-l /Mn.*.
By Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we can extend /? to a complete system of compatible roots by defining p(n) to be any of a number of primitive elements of GF(p"). Of those values, we can choose a primitive element with the lexicographically smallest manic minimal polynomia1. (The number of such primitive elements is r(M, Mp,n) > 0, where M is as defined in Theorem 2.4.) Define C,,, to be that polynomial. The theorem follows by induction.
New Algorithms
Building on the ideas in $2, we present two new algorithms for generating Conway polynomials. To provide a point of comparison, we first review the brute force algorithm.
The following notation will be used throughout this section. Fix a prime p, and suppose n is a positive integer. Let n have prime factorization n = 9:' . . . qza. For 1 5 i s s, set di = n/q< and mi = Mp,*/Mp,di. Finally, set g = gcd,,,5s{mi} and ni = m;/g.
3.1
The Previous Brute Force Algorithm. We first describe the brute force algorithm currently used by GAP and Magma. The simplest version of the brute force algorithm to compute C,,,, starts by looking up or calculating Cp,d for all proper divisors d of n. Next, the algorithm enumerates the manic polynomials of degree n over Z, in lexicographic order. Each polynomial is checked for primitivity and for compatibility with the polynomials C&d. The first polynomial passing both checks is C,,n. Note that the search space for this algorithm has size p*. It will be shown in Theorem 3.1 that the number of manic polynomials of degree n that are compatible with the lower order Conway polynomials is g; moreover, by Theorem 2.4, the number of primitive candidates among the g compatible candidates is T(M, Mp+).
In any case, there are no more than g primitive, compatible polynomials in the search space. Hence, assuming that these polynomials are distributed randomly (uniformly) in the lexicographic listing of all degree n polynomials, we expect the brute force algorithm to test roughly p*/g polynomials before finding the first acceptable one. If n is composite and even moderately large, then g c-c p" in general, and the brute force algorithm is impractical.
An improvement to the algorithm involves the compatibility checks with lower order polynomials. Suppose r(z) is a particular candidate polynomial that is compatible with all the polynomials Cp,d,(z) in the sense that 
An Algorithm
Based on Elements. We present our first new algorithm for generating Conway polynomials. To find the Conway polynomial CP,n, we must know inductively the Conway polynomials Cp,d,, for 1 < i 5 s. First note that the cardinalities of the multiplicative groups of the maximal subfields of GF(pn) are fi = MP,di. We choose a root xi for each CP,di. We know that O(ti) = fi. In the multiplicative group G = GF(p")*, we can find an element 11.2 of order lcm{fi, f2) that is compatible with x1 and ~2. In another step, we can find an element x1,2,3 of order lcm{fr, f2, fs} that is compatible with q, ~2, and x3.
Iterating, we can find an element EI,~,...,~ of order f = lcm{fr , f2, . . . , fs} that is compatible with x1,x2,. . . ,z5. Note that g = Mp,*/f.
Finally, all gth roots of z~J,...,~ that are primitive elements of GF(p*) are candidates for being the roots of the Conway polynomial C,,, .
The algorithm appears in Figure 1 . The time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the loop in steps 16-19 that searches through g values in GF(pn). Hence the algorithm has time complexity that is linear as a function of g.
Based on Polynomials. Recall that, by definition, the Conway polynomials must satisfy the compatibility conditions Thus, if we know each Cp,di (x), we &ri find C,,,(x) in principle by computing the GCD of the polynomials Cp,di(zm'), factoring the resulting polynomial, and picking the lexicographically smallest primitive, irreducible factor of degree n. Unfortunately, the degree of the,polynomial f(x) = gcdl<i<s{Cp,di (~~8)) is typically very large, making it dif&ilt to factor. To obtain a viable algorithm, we introduce a new unknown z = x9. since each polynomial cp,d; (xmi) in 2 can be written as a pOlynOmid Cp,di (zmi/s) in 2, f(z) can also be written as a polynomial r(z) in z. Properties of r(z) are given by the following theorem. THEOREM 3.1. Let n > 1. Using the notation above, the polynomial r(2) = gcd {Cp,di ('mi'g)I l<iCs LB is a manic irreducible polynomial of degree n, provided that s, the number of distinct primes dividing n, is at least 2. Ifs = 1, then we have r(z) = Cp,n,ql(~).
Moreover, if zo E GF(p*) is any root of r(z), then zo has exactly g distinct gth roots xl,, . . , xs E GF(p"), and these roots satisfy the compatibility property cP,d; (Xyi) = 0 for 1 5 i 5 s and 1 5 j 5 g.
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Among these roots, one that is primitive and whose minimal polynomial is lexicogmphically smallest has C,,, as its minimal polynomial.
This theorem immediately leads to the following algorithm for finding the Conway polynomial C,,, . We begin by finding the prime factorization qi' . . . qz* of R. The algorithm splits into three cases, depending on s. 0 Case I: s 2 2.
4.
Look up (or recursively calculate) the Conway polynomials C&d, (x) for each maximal proper divisor d; = n/qi. Find g = gCdllils{Mp,n/Mp,d,}. Setting xs, compute the polynomial r(z) = ;cd;<.< {C, d (zmt/g )} using any standard algoritdm'for finding polynomial greatest common divisors. Let zo denote a root of r(z) in GF(p"). Find any gth root Q of zo in GF(p*), and let C be a primitive gth root of unity in GF(p*). Many well-known algorithms exist to compute the field elements a and C; see, for example, Tonelli's algorithm in Section 7.3 of Bach and Shallit [l] . Since r(z) is an irreducible polyno mial of degree n over iz, [z] (by Theorem 3.1), it is convenient to perform the root extraction algorithm using the field representation CF(P") = Z,[z]/(r(r)).
It is easy to define GF(pn) in this way using Magma. Observe that all the 9th roots of ze in GF(pn) are of the form ock, for 0 5 k < g. Consider each of these roots in turn. Compute the minimal polynomials corresponding to each primitive root, and return the lexicographically smallest polynomial so computed. By Theorem 2.4, there are exactly r(M, Mp,n) primitive elements among the gth roots of zo; note that r(M, Mp,n) > 0. 0 Case II: s = 1. This case is really a degenerate form of the previous one. Note that n = q;', 9 = Mp,nl%,n/ql~ ad r(z) = Cp,n/q,(z)-b before, let ze denote any root of q, considered as an element of GF(pn) 1 GF(p"lQl). Hence, as above, we cycle through all g of these roots, and return the lexicographically smallest minimal polynomial of degree n that corresponds to a primitive root. An example of this algorithm is in Appendix A. Theorem 3.1 proves the correctness of this algorithm for Cases I and II, and the algorithm is obviously correct for the last case. The time complexity of the root-checking phase of the algorithm increases linearly with g. In fact, for s < 3 the size of g determines those values of p and n for which it is practical to compute C,,, with this algorithm. Unfortunately, for any fixed p, g grows in a highly irregular and choppy manner as n is increased. See $4 for more details.
Implementation and Results
Complete details on the Magma implementation of the algorithm of $3.3 can be found in Heath and Loehr [4] . Table 2 in Appendix B lists a number of new Conway polynomials generated by this implementation. Each of these polynomials corresponds to a gap (missing element) in the list of known Conway polynomials in version 2.3-l of Magma.
Some subtlety arises in the computation of polynomial GCD's in the first stage of the algorithm. For values of n with three or more distinct prime factors, our algorithm often fails because there is not enough memory to store the huge polynomials CP,di (Zmi/g) that occur when computing r(z). If n has two prime factors, the following trick proves very useful when finding the polynomial GCD of g(z) = Cp,dt(zml/g) and 4%) = Cp,dZ (,+/g).
Assume that n = qf' qg', where g1 < q2. Then the degree of g(z) will be dramatically smaller than the degree of h(z). Indeed, for moderate n, we can factor g(z) directly using standard polynomial factoring algorithms.
For each irreducible factor r(z) of degree n that divides g(z), we can indirectly test whether that factor also divides h(z) as follows. Let zo be a root of r(z) in GF(p"). Since r(z) divides g(z), it must be the case that the minimal polynomial of ~~~~~ ma/g is Cp,d, (2). However, the minimal polynomial of to equals Cp,dl(z) if and only if P(Z) divides h(z). Since large powers of finite field elements, as well as their minimal polynomials, can be efficiently computed, we can now compute r(z) without ever storing or using h(r), provided that we can compute and fully factor g(z).
The time consumed by our new algorithm depends critically on the quantity g. If g is reasonably small (say, eight digits or less), then C,,, can be computed in a moderate amount of time. For example, on a Sun Ultra Spare 30 workstation we computed Cz,42 in only 59 seconds. In this case, g was only 5419; nearly all of the computing time was spent calculating the polynomial GCD T(Z). In contrast, the brute force algorithm in GAP for computing Conway polynomials ran for days on C2,4z without completixlg. Table 3 in Appendix 13 contrasts the running time required by our new algorithm with that required by the brute force search. For p = 2 and for 40 5 n 5 60, we tabulate the quantities g, c = 7(M, Mp,n)r h = p"/c (rounded to the nearest integer), and the CPU time t needed by our Magma implementation to compute C,,, (when available).
The time required depends linearly on g. The quantity c gives the number of compatible field elements that are also primitive. Thus, p*/c gives a rough estimate of the number of elements that the brute force algorithm must check before it finds the first primitive, compatible one.
It is instructive to compare the relative magnitudes of g and p"/c for different values of n. If n is a prime, then g = (p" -l)/(p -1) and pn/c is quite small. In this case, the brute force algorithm works quite well, since there are many primitive, compatible polynomials in the search space, so the first one will be found quickly. In contrast, our algorithm performs horribly in this instance, since it must check all g compatible candidates to find the lexicographically smallest primitive one. For composite n, the value of g tends to be small, often much smaller than p"/c. For example, consider the cases n E {40, 42, 44, 48, 50, 52, 54, 60) from Table 3 for dramatic differences that favor our algorithm over the brute force algorithm. In these cases, our algorithm succeeds where the brute force algorithm fails. On the Sun workstation, Conway polynomials can be computed in three days or less for values of g up to 108.
Alternative Directions
A major deficiency in the algorithm of $3.3 is its inability to compute this polynomial GCD when p or n gets large. In particular, this stage of the algorithm is especially prone to failure when n has three or more prime factors. The version of the algorithm from $3.2 (which does computations with field elements rather than polynomials) addresses this problem.
Assuming that enough memory is available to compute the polynomial GCD r(z), the major time expense incurred by the algorithm occurj when it checks all g of the gth roots of zo to find the primitive element whose minimal polynomial is lexicographically 6mallest. Because so many of the gth roots of zo are primitive, we can find a primitive element with a compatible minimal polynomial very quickly, by stopping at the first primitive element we find. The polynomial so obtained is not, in general, the Conway polynomial.
However, it does have all the desirable algebraic properties of the Conway polynomial, namely primitivity and compatibility with previously chosen polynomials. Hence, for each p, one can quite quickly generate a large set of compatible polynomials.
A Appendix -An Example
The following is an example of the algorithm in $3.3.
EXAMPLE A.l. Suppose we wish to find &e(x).
In this case, p = 2, n = 6, q1 = 2, q2 = 3, s = 2, dl = 3, d2 = 2, ml = (26 -1)/(23 -1) = 9, rnz = (2'j -1)/(22 -1) = 21, and g = gcd(9,21) = 3.
We look up &,3(x) = z3+z+1
and Ca,z(x) = z'+z+l.
Setting z = x3, we have C2,3(tg) = x27+xg + 1 = zg + 23 + 1 C2,2(x21) = x42 + x21 + 1 = 214 + 27 + 1.
The greatest common divisor of these two polynomials is f(x) = 1 +x6 + xl2 + xl5 4 xl8 = 1 + z2 + z4 + z5 + .z6 = r(2). This is an irreducible polynomial in the unknown z, but factors as a polynomial in 2 as f(z) = (1+x+t3+X4+x6)(1+x5+z6) (1+ x+x2 +x5 +x6).
Letting zo denote a root of r(x) in GF(26), it is easy to check that the three irreducible factors of f(x) are the minimal polynomials of the three cube roots of zo in GF(26) . The smallest of these factors relative to <lex, namely x6 -I-x4 $ x3 + x -I-1, is Ca,s(x). hz this case, since n was small, we found the candidate polynomials directly by factoring f(x). In practice, of course, these polynomials are found one at a time by taking a cube root a of zo in GF(26), and then checking the minimal polynomials of each primitive cube root of zo in this field. B Appendix - Tables   Table 1 illustrates the definition of Conway polynomials when p = 3. Table 2 lists a number of new Conway polynomials generated by the Magma implementation of our second algorithm. that compares the efficiency of our second algorithm to that of the previous brute force algorithm. I I 8x2 + 2x + 2 13 I 14 I xl4 + 4x' + 6x5 + 11x4 + 7x3 + 10x2 + 10x + 2 13 18, xl8 + 10x1' + 4x10 -I-11x" + 11x8 + 9x7+5x6+3x5+5x4+6x3+9x+2 17 14 xl4 + x8 + 11x' + xb + 8x5 + 16x4 + 13x3 + 9x2 + 3x + 3 
